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USTRANSCOM
planning to

OUTSOURCE
Late in 2018, the United States Transportation Command (USTRANSCOM) began
deliberate efforts to outsource the entire DOD Household Goods (HHG) Relocation
Program. The outsource of the program encompasses an estimated 400,000 HHG
shipments annually to a single source contractor to oversee cradle to grave management
of all DOD HHG shipments. For agents, this will mean all military business will come from
one TSP, the sole source contractor. The changes being proposed to the program are
vast and USTRANCOM is moving forward at an extremely rapid pace with the outsourcing
effort.
Earlier this week, USTRANSCOM checked the next box in their effort to outsource by
hosting an Industry Day outside of Scott Airforce Base, in Fairview Heights, IL. The
meeting was well attended by familiar industry representatives as well as interested DOD
Contractors, Relocation Companies and IT Solution Companies. USTRANSCOM J5/J4
Acquisitions staff were also present with familiar USTRANSCOM staff. Below is a
summary of the meeting.
The morning began with introductory comments from Rick Marsh, USTRANSCOM, Deputy
Director Strategic Plans, Policy and Logistics. Mr. Marsh first explained the objective of
the outsource initiative and how we arrived at where we are today. The objective of the
outsource is to provide better at the curb service for the service member and stated that
we have gotten here due to 40 years of DOD families being concerned with quality of
service, poor claims process, and lack of accountability actions that DoD can take with
carriers to improve performance. He said while the industry has offered solutions in the
past, the government staff has been resistant to change, wanting to hold to past
requirements leading to where we are today. Mr. Marsh went on to say because of the
government lacking business intelligence and the fractured value chain currently in the
program, it’s time to outsource and let industry experts make real change.
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Lt Col Lisa Ryan followed Mr. Marsh by addressing the Performance of Work Statement (PWS) that was released in
draft form on 13 February 2019. The PWS draws a lot of similarities to the recently released changed HHG Tender
of Service, however, also provides specific performance objectives (below) USTRANSCOM will be seeking from the
single source contractor. Several questions were fielded regarding the draft PWS including comments drawn
regarding who will play the government’s role since the PPSO function is part of the planned outsource. Details
were unfortunately not available. One item that was reinforced was the DOD’s intention not to move shipments
out of Peak Season when capacity is a problem. Per LTC Ryan, “Amazon doesn’t ask UPS and FedEx to push back
Christmas and we aren’t going to move our requirements away from peak season”.

PWS
PARA

PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVE
On-Time Pickup

On-Time Delivery
Overall Customer Satisfaction Rating of Satisfactory
(Shipments)
Overall NTS Rating of Satisfactory (Pickup &
Delivery)
US Flag Compliance

PERFORMANCE
THRESHOLD (AQL)
>= 98% per month, No
state/territory or country <
80%
>= 98% per month, No
state/territory or country <
80%
>= 95% per month, No
state/territory or country <
80%
>= 95% per month
100%

Quick Claims (< $1,000): % Settled Within 30 Days

>= 95%

All Claims: % Settled within 60 days

>= 95%

The above Performance Objective was taken from the Performance Statement of Work as the criteria USTRANSCOM is seeking from the single
source provider. Current Overall Customer Satisfaction within the DP3 Program is between 90-91% per resent USTRANSCOM provided data.

Following LTC Ryan, Mr. Jeff Clark, Defense Digital Services, Ms. Suzanne Mudd-Yarber, USTRANSCOM Small
Business Advisor and Ms. Amy Miller, USTRANSCOM Contracting Officer, Acquisitions Team, all presented their
portion of the morning program. Below are bullet points highlighting their presentations.
•

•

•

MilMove, the once promising DPS replacement, will have a role if the program is outsourced. It will serve
as a platform for the servicemember to initiate their move by uploading their move and pushing the details
of their move to the contractor.
USTRANSCOM’s small business involvement was an apparent critical component to awarding this contract.
However, it appears government small business requirements are not a concern with regard to awarding of
the contact because the contractor will be in a subcontracting position to meet small business
requirements.
Ms. Miller reminded the audience that USTRANSCOM is doing market research in their process to
determine whether the outsourcing of the program will work. According to Ms. Miller, USTRANSCOM and
her staff “genuinely do not know” many of the answers to the questions being asked, however, they will
continue to research and make necessary changes to the PWS to provide necessary clarification.
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They are currently working on a very aggressive timeline toward awarding the contract on 2 January 2020,
and with shipments being serviced by the single source contractor by 1 October 2020.

National Forwarding Co., Inc. is not supportive of USTRANSCOM’s effort to outsource the HHG Program to a single
source provider. Aligned with both Industry Associations: American Moving and Storage Association and
International Movers Association, we feel USTRANSCOM is embarking on a radical change that will cause
irreversible damage to the infrastructure within the current program and to our industry as a whole.
The social media complaints received this summer shed light on the challenges the industry faces when dramatic
shifts occur in the volume of moves channeled through the program during peak season. These challenges were
exasperated by several economic factors making it one of the hardest summers for the industry in recent memory.
Despite all of this, the quality of service within the industry as measured by CSS performance continues to go up.
The fact of the matter is we are where we are today due to anecdotal unsupported evidence that the current
program is broken.
As it stands, this issue could have a major impact on your current business. We are strongly advocating for the
agents and haulers we partner with to join in the effort to convince USTRANSCOM to slow their process. We feel it
is necessary that USTRANSCOM further support of their desire for radical change through validating data and
statistics, not anecdotal evidence. We are asking agents and haulers to contact their Representatives and your
Senators to share their company’s story. The remaining portion of this newsletter contains two joint documents
from AMSA and IAM for your use if you choose to engage your elected officials.
Finally, no matter the size of your business, it’s important that you let your elected officials know your thoughts on
this topic. If you are unable to make a visit, please take time to write to them.
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